ProShield.S6E-C is a screen protector that provides long-term screen protection to your Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge against dust, marks, smudges and scratches. The superior screen finish allows superior touch responsiveness and anti-glare features. ProShield.S6E-C is easy to install, leaving no residue behind. Ensure optimum screen protection with ProShield.S6E-C.

**Specifications:**
- Long term screen protection ensured
- Protection against dust, fingerprints, smudges and scratches
- Superior Touch Responsiveness
- Easy Installation
- Made of PET Material

**Compatibility**
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**Application instructions:**

1. Clean your Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge screen from dust, smudges using the cleaning cloth.
2. Pull the red tab marked “Back” and separate the protective film off the guard.
3. Gently apply the film to the screen starting from bottom to align the button and work your way up the screen.
4. Gently scrape the installation card to squeeze out the bubbles.
5. When finished applying pull the black tab marked “Front” off.
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